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NOVUS MY

Space-Saving Brilliance for the Modern Office
Peterborough, NH, May, 2015 Today’s modern workspace is at a premium. With multiple
monitors, tablets and smart phones, it can be difficult to keep
things organized and stay productive.
The MY system from Novus lifts technology off the desk creating
more room to work and work more efficiently. These Germanengineered monitor mounts and arms are designed for durability and style as well as intelligent use of space. Four MY sets are
available to accommodate most individual workspace settings.
The MY one set is the ideal starter set which includes a base support and monitor mount. The monitor mount is
adjustable for height along the base and allows you to tilt and turn the monitor to find the perfect viewing angle.
The MY twin fix accomodates dual monitors on opposing sides which is ideal for shared workspaces.
The MY one plus set includes a jointed extension arm with the base support and monitor mount. The arm adds
distance from the base to the monitor for wider desks and increases movement of the monitor. And for dual,
single-user monitor needs there is the MY twin arm with two extension arms for greater versatility.
“Better organization leads to greater productivity,” said Chris Jackson, Marketing Manager at Dahle North
America, Inc. “The NOVUS MY sets are ideal elevating your viewing devices and creating a clean, clutter free
workspace.”
Accessories are available to expand any of the NOVUS MY sets for greater versatility. The MY twin arm is perfect
when adding a second monitor, the MY tab is ideal when integrating a tablet, and the MY point is a free standing
solution for elevating a tablet on any flat surface.
All the personalized workspace options from Novus deliver a clean look, improved ergonomics, and the freedom to easily change your workspace by adding more monitors or tablets as necessary. The Novus MY system is
designed and developed by Novus Dahle GmbH & Co. KG of Lingen, Germany. The Novus line, introduced in
1949, offers numerous other premium solutions for the modern workplace such as organizational shelving, telephone support arms and more.
For more information on NOVUS More Space products, please call (800) 995-1379 or visit
www.NovusMoreSpace.com.
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